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He describes himself as “A French man but an Italian designer”. Although born in
Paris, his professional development took place in Italy. Now, after a period spent as
Design Manager and Design Partner for Antonio Citterio, he has a studio of his own
in Milan, and creates collections where...

EMOTIONS NEED

TO PLAY A ROLE
by Désirée Sormani

Toan Nguyen, born in Paris in 1969, began his career
with Antonio Citterio, where he took over as head
of design and over 10 years co-signed more than
40 products, like the Ittala Decanter and Kelvin LED
table lamp designed for Flos (opposite page) both
designed in collaboration with Antonio Citterio. Right,
the Blixen Armchair designed for Fendi Casa
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T

he eyes are the window to the soul, they say, and never a
truer word was spoken, especially in the case of French

designer Toan Nguyen, an illustrious name on the international
scene. His expression displays a blend of French exuberance and
a wholly Oriental balance.
With a Breton mother and Vietnamese father, Toan has a dual
cultural background. But when talking about design, he insists
that “I’m a French man but an Italian designer. I was brought up
and studied in Paris, and I’ve been immersed in the atmosphere
of the East - although I first visited the Far East when I was
30 years old – but I undertook my professional training in
Italy. I live and work in Milan, but that wasn’t an entirely
deliberate choice – I moved there in 1996 and encountered the
international community of designers, all from outside Italy,
who were starting to work in the studios of the most important

On these pages: some examples of Nguyen’s eclectic nature.

architects, like (Michele De Lucchi, Piero Lissoni, Matteo Thun,

Anti-clockwise: Algorithm by Vibia, the Ino system by Laufen, the Agadir

Antonio Citterio ecc”. After building two years’ of experience in

sofa for Fendi Casa. Opposite page, bottom: Soho Lite by Fendi

a number of Milanese studios, Toan joined the Antonio Citterio

Casa and top, the Infinito armchair by Studio TK. He focuses relentlessly on

Team. “It was 1998, a period of transition for the studio. I had

cutting away the superfluous to achieve a clean, essential object.

an interview and soon afterwards I was working as a designer.

In his words, “Anything that has no use to me weighs me down”

Then in spring 2000 I became Design Manager. We moved to
our current office in via Cerva and I immediately structured the
design department as a separate studio within the company, with
its own organisation and dedicated team. It was a very intense
period, during when we completed projects for various brands,

has a great deal of expertise in making upholstered furniture,

including Axor-Hansgrohe, B&B Italia, Flos, littala Kartell,

Laufen is the leader in bathroom ceramics, Dedon invented

Technogym and Vitra. Ten important years during which I

the synthetic fibre that has replaced natural fibre in outdoor

absorbed everything I could from Citterio and the Italian and

products. These companies don’t operate in competition with

international companies we collaborated with”.

each other, they are active in separate, very specific areas. I like

In 2008 Nguyen opened his Milan studio which now works

establishing a relationship, I find it stimulating to collaborate

with international companies and some Italian companies

with companies that handle technological development of

selected for their high level of technology and know-how, very

products and prototypes in-house. Fendi and other Italian

design oriented. “All my clients have a highly specific profile

brands have people with golden hands!”

and exceptional know-how in their sector. Fendi, for example,

And if we ask Toan whether he thinks his style is recognisable,
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he answers directly by saying, “Recognisability: in my designs this lies in
the approach, not the aesthetics. My projects take account of the company’s
DNA and they try to express this, as they are designed to achieve this. A
new design is based on an intuition. It’s possible to invent a new chair, but
you have to understand the reason for doing it. My approach involves seeking
independence from fashion to create enduring products”. This approach often
has an Oriental element. “The dojo is part of my Oriental martial arts cultural
heritage. Practising martial arts has helped me discover and develop the
discipline/rigour/hard work ethic that is part of my character and influences
my way of working. And it’s crucial to work on the content, to find motivation
that has a meaning for the client, but above all the final user. If you don’t
answer a need, at least create an emotion”.

Top: left, the Micro hi-tech
video door entry panel
designed for Urmet Domus
and, right, the Wow table
by Lema with its simple yet
spectacular design. Left,
Skantherm’s Shaker stove
designed in collaboration with
Antonio Citterio
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